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ABSTRACT

The development of complex computer-based systems poses two fundamental challenges. On one side, the architectural decomposition must be complemented by a suitable refinement of the requirements. On the other side, it is fundamental to provide the means for component reuse in order to limit development costs. In this chapter, the authors discuss the approach taken in FoReVeR, a project funded by the European Space Agency (ESA), where these two issues are tackled in the setting of space systems. The approach taken in FoReVeR is based on the idea of contracts, which allow one to formally specify the requirements of components at different levels of abstraction and to formally prove the correctness of requirements decomposition. In particular, the authors show how system-level requirements can be progressively refined into software requirements and how the contract-based framework supports the reuse of the components of a reference architecture under development by ESA. The authors discuss how the proposed solution has been integrated in a space development process and present the results of case studies.

INTRODUCTION

The top-down design of complex critical systems poses two fundamental challenges. The first one is the refinement of requirements, along with the progressive decomposition of the system architecture. In general, the quality and the traceability of requirements are fundamental for the whole design. Flaws in the requirements are in fact recognized as a major source of problems.
in the development, and may require major revisions in the advanced phases of the development cycle (Lutz, 1993). The second challenge is to enable for a correct reuse of (previously certified) components, which can lead to huge savings in development and certification costs. Unfortunately, the composition of correct components does not necessarily result in a correct system.

In this chapter, we report how these issues have been addressed, in the context of space systems, within the FoReVer project (see https://es.fbk.eu/projects/forever/). FoReVer (Functional Requirements and Verification Techniques for the Software Reference Architecture) is a European Space Agency (ESA) study conducted by a consortium led by Intecs with partners Thales Alenia Space France (TAS-F) and Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK).

The goal of the FoReVer project was to define an integrated methodology to introduce the formal verification of system properties from the early stages of the development process. The methodology had to be complemented by supporting toolset, to rely on a model-based approach, to allow the designers to check the correctness of model refinements, and to enable full traceability of design choices along the whole development process. Moreover, the study had to cover the refinement of the avionics system-level properties down to the software level, in order to enable the reuse of software components implemented in the On-Board Software Reference Architecture (OBSW-RA). The OBSW-RA is a reference architecture defined by the SAVOIR-FAIRE working group, as part of a large ESA initiative on Space Avionics Open Interface Architecture (SAVOIR), and was recently consolidated by several studies, the most recent of which is the ESA TRP COReT2 project (see http://cordet.gmv.com/).

The FoReVer methodology builds upon the Model-Based Space System Engineering process (MBSSSE) derived in the System and Software Functional Requirement Techniques study (SS-FRT) ESA study (Mazzini, Puri, Olive, Burte, Paccagnini, & Tronci, 2009). MBSSSE is focused on the application of model-based engineering technologies based on SysML to support the space system and software development processes, from mission level requirements to software implementation through model refinements and translations.

FoReVer enriches the MBSSSE process with the introduction of contract-based formal verification of properties, at different stages from system to software level, through a step-wise refinement of components. The contract-based approach allows to combine the top-down process of MBSSSE with the reuse of OBSW-RA components, which represent a bottom-up driver in the process to ensure convergence to a solution compatible with the OBSW-RA.

In FoReVer, contract-based reasoning relies on the formalism proposed in (Cimatti & Tonetta, 2012), where contracts are specified in a language that is natural and expressive to formalize requirements of embedded systems (Cimatti, Roveri, Susi, & Tonetta, 2012). The underlying temporal-logic formulas (Cimatti, Roveri, & Tonetta, 2009) represent assertions on the possible interaction of each component with its environment. Tool support for contract reasoning (e.g., checking the correctness of refinements) is based on OCRA (Cimatti, Dorigatti, & Tonetta, 2013), a tool for the verification of logic-based contract refinement for embedded systems, able to prove the correctness of contract refinements by reduction to a set of entailments in temporal logic. The reasoning engines used for verification of logic-based contracts refinement are provided by NuSMV3 (https://es.fbk.eu/tools/nusmv3/), an extended version of the NuSMV symbolic model checker.

In order to support a model-driven component-based methodology, the tools support in FoReVer is based on an enhanced version of CHESS (Mazzini, Puri, Veran, Vardanega, Panunzio, Santamaria, & Zovi, 2011). The CHESS component model is fully compatible with the Space Component Model adopted by the OBSW-RA. With FoReVer, CHESS...
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